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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of jointly recogniz-

ing object fluents and tasks in egocentric videos. Fluents

are the changeable attributes of objects. Tasks are goal-

oriented human activities which interact with objects and

aim to change some attributes of the objects. The process

of executing a task is a process to change the object fluents

over time. We propose a hierarchical model to represent

tasks as concurrent and sequential object fluents. In a task,

different fluents closely interact with each other both in s-

patial and temporal domains. Given an egocentric video,

a beam search algorithm is applied to jointly recognizing

the object fluents in each frame, and the task of the entire

video. We collected a large scale egocentric video dataset

of tasks and fluents. This dataset contains 14 categories of

tasks, 25 object classes, 21 categories of object fluents, 809

video sequences, and approximately 333,000 video frames.

The experimental results on this dataset prove the strength

of our method.

1. Introduction

Egocentric vision has attracted a growing attention with

the advance of wearable camera technologies, such as smart

glasses and virtual reality headsets. The wearable cameras

mounted on the head enable a user to record the videos from

the first-person view while performing daily tasks.

Two significant issues related to egocentric vision are

recognizing tasks and recognizing object fluents. A task

is a goal-oriented human activity which interacts with the

objects in an environment and changes some attributes of

the objects, such as mop floor, make coffee, and microwave

food. A fluent is a time-varying attribute of an object or

a group of objects, and its values are the specific states of

the attribute [8, 19], as shown in Fig. 1. For example, a

floor’s fluent takes the values dirty and clean over time as

the floor is mopped. In our work, fluents are divided into
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Figure 1. Illustration of unary and binary object fluents. The blue

italic words describe the object fluents.

unary fluents and binary fluents. A unary fluent describes

the attribute of a single object, such as dirty to the floor and

full to the mug. A binary fluent describes the attribute of t-

wo objects as a whole, such as fastened to a lid and a coffee

can, contacting to a blackboard and an eraser, etc.

One of the most widely-used cues for activity recog-

nition in egocentric videos is the appearance information

of related objects [5, 6, 20]. However, in complex goal-

oriented tasks, the appearance of the same object often dra-

matically changes in different phases of the tasks, which

may mislead object appearance based activity recognition.

For example in Fig. 1, the appearance of the drawer is vastly

different before and after the drawer is opened. This phe-

nomenon motivates us to explore new methods to model and

recognize tasks.
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We propose to model and understand tasks in egocen-

tric videos from a new perspective - the effects that a task

causes. A task is a human activity which aims to change

some attributes of the objects in an environment. The ac-

complishment of a task indicates the realization of one or

multiple desired fluent changes, which we call the key flu-

ent changes. For example, the task sweep floor changes the

floor from dirty to clean, as shown in Fig. 2. With the

knowledge that the floor becomes clean from being dirty

with some stains, we can reasonably infer that the task mop

floor might have occurred, even if we did not observe any

human activity features. In addition to the fluent of floor, the

task sweep floor also contains several other key fluents, such

as apart or contacting with respect to broom and trash, sep-

arate or containing with respect to dustpan and trash. All

these fluents contribute to define and discriminate the task

sweep floor.

Furthermore, different fluents interact closely with each

other both in spatial and temporal domains. In spatial do-

main, the interaction is presented as fluent concurrence,

which means some states of two or more different fluents

often occur together. For example, in the task sweep floor,

a dirty floor often means the trash is not contained in the

dustpan. The fluent dirty with respect to floor and the fluent

separate (not contained) with respect to dustpan and trash

occur together. In temporal domain, the interaction is pre-

sented as fluent transition, which means fluents in different

tasks transition with different probabilities. For example, in

the task write on blackboard, it is likely that the blackboard

changes from clean to dirty, but unlikely to change in the

opposite direction. This case is just the opposite in the task

clean blackboard.

In this paper we propose a fluent-based task represen-

tation method to jointly recognize object fluents and tasks

in egocentric videos. A task is represented as several key

object fluents, which interact with each other by means of

concurrence in spatial domain and transition in temporal do-

main. The task, object fluents, video frames, and the rela-

tions among them are described with a unified hierarchical

graph. Given an egocentric video, a beam search algorith-

m [36] is adopted to jointly infer the object fluents in each

video frame and recognize the task of entire sequence. To

evaluate the proposed method, we collected a large scale e-

gocentric video dataset of tasks and fluents in daily activity

scenes. The experimental results on this dataset show the

effectiveness of our method.

This work makes three major contributions:

1) We represent tasks in egocentric videos from a new

perspective - representing tasks with object fluents.

2) We propose a hierarchical model to represent the task,

object fluents, and their interaction relations in a uni-

fied framework.

3) We collected a new egocentric video dataset of tasks

and object fluents. The experiments on this dataset

prove the strength of our method.

2. Related work.

Activity modeling and recognition. Human activity

recognition is a classic problem in computer vision and

has been intensively studied for decades. Some early s-

tudies describe appearance and motion information in 2D

images or videos with hand-drafted spatio-temporal fea-

tures [14, 15, 26, 32, 33]. Recently, deep learned features

from neural networks [12, 29, 34] have been applied for ac-

tivity modeling and produce impressive results. With the

advance of motion and depth capture technology, such as

Kinect [27], many studies model and analyze human activ-

ities in 3D space or RGBD data [13, 36, 37].

To understand the inner contents of human activity

videos, some studies model human activities with hierar-

chical structures [2, 24, 25, 28, 36, 38]. Wei et al. [36]

proposed a 4D human-object interaction model to jointly

recognize human activities and localize objects, and they u-

tilized a dynamic beam search algorithm to solve the infer-

ence problem in the hierarchical graph. These hierarchical

methods inspire us to represent tasks and fluents in a hierar-

chical structure.

Different from recognizing the activity of the entire

video sequence, some studies recognize activities with par-

tial observation or make early detection [10, 18, 23]. In tra-

ditional activity recognition methods, classifiers are trained

by encoding the information of the whole video, which is

not optimal for activity action recognition with partial ob-

servation. Ryoo [23] utilized sequential matching to ear-

ly recognize human activities with dynamic bag-of-words.

Hoai et al. [10] used Structured SVM to learn a max-margin

early event detector. With the development of deep learn-

ing, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) such as Long Short

Term Memory (LSTM) [9] have been applied to early de-

tection of activities. Ma et al. [18] employed LSTM with a

designed ranking loss for early activity detection.

Activity recognition in egocentric video. Egocentric

video analysis has been paid growing attention with the

prevalence of egocentric cameras [5, 6, 16, 17, 20, 31]. Ac-

tivity recognition becomes more challenging in egocentric

videos since the movement of camera may lower the perfor-

mance of the traditional hand-drafted spatial-temporal fea-

tures such as STIP [14], Dense Trajectory [32], and some

deep learned features [29]. Moreover, the human body fea-

tures become weak or even invisible in egocentric videos.

To overcome these difficulties, several semantic egocentric

cues have been discovered, such as object cues [5, 6, 20],

gaze cues obtained by eye-tracking glasses [6, 16], and hand

cues [16, 17, 31]. Li et al. [16] elaborately evaluate var-

ious mid-level egocentric cues for action recognition and

achieved impressive results with different combinations of
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those cues. Inspired by previous works, descriptors extract-

ed from multi-stream networks [17, 31] encoding different

cues have proved efficient.

Object states and fluents. Object fluents are used to de-

scribe object states [8, 19]. Object state detection and recog-

nition has been recently studied in still images [4, 11, 40].

Isola et al. [11] studied the states and transformations of

objects /scenes on image collections, and the learned state

representations can be extended to different object classes.

Fire and Zhu [8] studied the causal relations between hu-

man actions and object fluent changes. Fathi and Rehg [7]

developed a weakly supervised method to recognize actions

and states of manipulated objects before and after the ac-

tion. Wang et al. [35] designed a Siamese network to model

precondition states, effect states and their associate actions.

Alayrac et al. [1] optimized a discriminative cost for joint

object state recognition and action localization.

3. Task-Fluent Dataset

Since there are no available public datasets for the pro-

posed problem, we collected a new egocentric video dataset

about tasks and object fluents. 14 volunteers performed dai-

ly tasks in 5 different indoor scenes freely with their own

styles. A glasses camera, which can record the videos from

the first-person view, is worn by the volunteers when they

were performing the tasks. The video frame is at the resolu-

tion of 1280 × 960. Some frame samples in the dataset are

shown in Fig. 1.

In summary, our dataset consists of 809 videos with

approximately 333,000 egocentric video frames. It con-

tains 14 categories of tasks: sweep floor, mop floor, write

on blackboard, clean blackboard, use elevator, pour liquid

from jug, make coffee, read book, throw paper, microwave

food, use computer, search drawer, move bottle to dispenser,

and open door. These tasks involve 25 classes of objects: b-

room, dustpan, trash, floor, bucket, mop, chalk, chalk box,

blackboard, eraser, elevator, mug, jug, lid, coffee can, book,

paper, trash can, microwave, food, monitor, drawer, bottle,

dispenser, and door.

In addition to tasks and related objects, this dataset con-

tains 21 categories of object fluents, as shown in Table 1.

These fluents are divided into unary fluents and binary flu-

ents. In this dataset, though some objects have the same

name of fluent values, they are regarded as different fluent

values since their related objects are different. For example,

clean with respect to floor and clean with respect to black-

board are regarded as different fluent values.

We manually annotated the task label for each video se-

quence and the object fluent labels in each video frame. A

single video frame may contain multiple object fluents and

all of the task related fluents are annotated.

Table 1. Object fluent categories.

Object Fluent

Single Object: Unary Fluents

floor clean / dirty

blackboard clean / dirty

elevator open / closed

microwave open / closed

door open / closed

book open / closed

drawer open / closed

mug empty / filled / full

paper complete / split

monitor on / off

Two Objects: Binary Fluents

broom, trash contacting / apart

eraser, blackboard contacting / apart

bottle, dispenser contacting / apart

bucket, mop containing / separate

dustpan, trash containing / separate

chalk box, chalk containing / separate

trash can, paper containing / separate

microwave, food containing / separate

lid, coffee can fastened / unfastened

bottle, dispenser aligned / misaligned

mug, jug coordinated / uncoordinated

4. Hierarchical Model of Tasks and Fluents

We use a hierarchical graph to represent tasks and ob-

ject fluents in a unified framework, as shown in Fig. 2. In

this representation, a task is composed of several concur-

rent object fluent changes over time. These object fluents

closely interact with each other both in spatial and temporal

domains. For example, in Fig. 2, the task sweep floor is

composed of three categories of fluents. As time flows, the

floor changes from dirty to clean; the group of dustpan and

trash changes from separate to containing, and the group

of broom and trash changes between apart and contacting.

These fluents define the task from the perspective of the ef-

fects caused by human activities.

4.1. Definition

Task. Y is an alphabet containing K task category la-

bels, such as sweep floor, mop floor, etc. There are a total

of 14 task categories in our work, i.e. K = 14. Task recog-

nition is to assign an optimal task label for an input video

sequence from the K values in Y .

Fluent. Let F = {Fm|m = 1, . . . ,M} be the set of all

fluent categories, where M is the number of fluent category

and 21 in our work, as shown in Table 1. Fm is an alphabet

which denotes a fluent category, such as dirty or clean with

respect to floor. The elements in Fm are the possible fluent

values, such as ‘dirty’ and ‘clean’.
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Figure 2. Joint model of tasks and object fluents.

4.2. Formulation

Let X = {xt|t = 1, . . . , T} be a video sequence con-

taining T frames, where xt is the video frame at time t.

Suppose Y ∈ Y is the task category label of the sequence

X . Z = {zt|t = 1, . . . , T} is the sequence of the fluent

labels for the video sequence X .

For a specific task class Y ∈ Y , it has NY categories of

key fluents {FY,n|n = 1, . . . , NY }, where FY,n ∈ F is the

nth key fluent category of the task Y . For example, the task

sweep floor has three categories of key fluents, as the three

colorful bars show in Fig.2.

zt = {znt |n = 1, . . . , NY } is the fluent label set of the

video frame xt. The NY elements of zt correspond to the

NY key fluents, respectively. znt ∈ FY,n is the value of

the nth key fluent, such as znt = ‘clean’ in the fluent with

respect to floor, znt = ‘apart’ in the fluent with respect to

broom and trash, etc.

The score that the video sequence X is interpreted by

the task category label Y and the fluent label sequence Z is

defined as

S(X,Y, Z) =

T∑

t=1

NY∑

n=1

ϕ(xt, z
n
t , Y )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

feature matching

+

T∑

t=1

NY∑

n 6=n′

φ(Y, znt , z
n′

t )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

spatial concurrence

+

T∑

t=2

NY∑

n=1

ψ(Y, znt−1
, znt )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

temporal transition

,

(1)

where ϕ(·), φ(·), and ψ(·) are the feature matching, spatial

concurrence, and temporal transition functions, respective-

ly. We elaborate on them as follows.

Feature matching. ϕ(xt, z
n
t , Y ) measures the compati-

bility between the fluent label znt and the frame feature xt.

Suppose oY,n = {oiY,n|i = 1, ..., |oY,n|} is the class label

set of the related objects to the nth key fluent in the task Y ,

where |oY,n| is the related object class number. |oY,n| is 1
or 2 in our dataset. ôY,n is a set of bounding boxes of the

objects in oY,n.

ϕ(xt, z
n
t , Y ) is rewritten as

ϕ(xt, z
n
t , Y ) = ϕ1(xt,oY,n) + ϕ2(xt, z

n
t , ôY,n). (2)

ϕ1(xt,oY,n) is the object detection term, which de-

scribes the occurrence belief of the fluent-related objects in

the video frame at time t. We trained object detectors by

fine-tuning Faster R-CNN [21] on our dataset and use the

trained detectors to generate the object detection probabili-

ties. Suppose p(oiY,n|xt) is the detection probability of the

object class oiY,n. The object detection term is

ϕ1(xt,oY,n) =
1

|oY,n|

|oY,n|∑

i=1

ln p(oiY,n|xt). (3)

ϕ2(xt, z
n
t , ôY,n) is the fluent labeling term, which mea-

sures the compatibility between the object state feature and

the fluent label. We define the fluent area as a bounding box

which covers all the bounding boxes in ôY,n with the mini-

mum size. Using the features in the fluent areas, we train a

classifier for each fluent category with VGG-16 model [30].

Suppose p(znt |xt, ôY,n) is the classification probability out-

put by the fluent classifier. The fluent labeling term is de-

fined as

ϕ2(xt, z
n
t , ôY,n) = ln p(znt |xt, ôY,n). (4)

Spatial concurrence. φ(Y, znt , z
n′

t ) measures the com-

patibility between different fluent categories znt and zn
′

t in

task Y. For each task category, we compute the average pri-

or frequencies that the values of different fluents occur to-

gether from the training videos. Suppose q(znt , z
n′

t ) is the

average prior frequency that znt and zn
′

t occur together. The

spatial concurrence term is defined as:

φ(Y, znt , z
n′

t ) = ln q(znt , z
n′

t ) (5)

Temporal transition. ψ(Y, znt−1
, znt ) measures the con-

tinuity and transition relations of the fluent values znt−1
and

znt in two adjacent frames. We use a Markov chain to mod-

el the fluent value transitions. Suppose r(znt−1
, znt ) is the

probability of the transition from znt−1
to znt . The temporal

transition term is

φ(Y, znt−1
, znt ) = ln r(znt−1

, znt ). (6)

The transition probabilities are learned from video sam-

ples of each task.
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Figure 3. Dynamic programming beam search for jointly recognizing fluents and tasks. (a)The input video sequence. (b) Illustration of

expanding one parse tree to new parse trees. (c) Parse tree expanding and pruning in one iteration.

5. Inference

Given a video sequence X = {xt|t = 1, . . . , T} , the

goal is to compute its task label Y ∗ and the fluent label se-

quence Z∗ = {z∗t |t = 1, . . . , T} that maximize the score

function S(X,Y, Z), which is formulated as

(Y ∗, Z∗) = argmax
Y,Z

S(X,Y, Z) (7)

The solution to Eq. 7 is a parse tree, in which the root

node is the task label, and the leaf nodes are the sequence of

fluent labels. To obtain the optimal result, an intuitive idea

is to examine all the possible parse trees and output the one

with the maximum score as the optimal result. However,

the huge size of the parse tree space makes such exhaustive

search method inapplicable. Inspired by the work in [36],

we adopt a beam search algorithm to solve the above prob-

lem 7.

The general procedures of this algorithm include: (1)

proposing multiple object bounding boxes with pre-trained

object detectors in each video frame; (2) generating pos-

sible interpretations of the current frame by expanding the

parse trees of previous frames; (3) pruning the parse trees

with smaller scores and keeping the rest as the possible in-

terpretations to the current video sequences. The algorithm

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

At the first frame, we enumerate all possible task labels

and the corresponding fluent labels based on the task-related

object proposals to initialize a parse tree set. At time t− 1,

suppose PTRt−1 = {ptrit−1
|i = 1, . . . , Q} is the parse

tree set with Q parse trees of labeling the video clip from

time 1 to time t − 1. With the frame at time t, we ex-

pand every parse tree ptrit−1
∈ PTRt−1 by adding new

task-related object proposals and key fluent values in the

new frame, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). After expanding all

ptrit−1
∈ PTRt−1, we obtain an expanded parse tree set

{eptr1t , ..., eptr
Q′

t } for the video clip from time 1 to time t,

as shown in Fig. 3 (c).

The expanded set {eptr1t , ..., eptr
Q′

t } often contains

large number of parse trees and many of them with smal-

l scores are misleading interpretations to the video clip.

To increase the computational efficiency and improve the

performance, we sort all the parse trees in the expand-

ed set by their scores and keep the first Q trees with the

largest scores. In this way, we obtain the parse tree set

PTRt = {ptrit|i = 1, . . . , Q} at time t, as is shown in

Fig. 3 (c). This expanding and pruning process are iterat-

ed to the last frame of the sequence. The optimal (Y ∗, Z∗)
for the entire sequence is the parse tree in PTRT with the

maximal score.

6. Experiments

6.1. Experiments Setup

We test our method on our newly collected Task-Fluent

Dataset and the evaluations include fluent recognition and

task recognition. We use recognition accuracy as the evalu-

ation metric. For fluent recognition, the accuracy is defined

as the ratio of the correctly recognized fluent state number

to the total testing fluent state number in all testing video

frames. For the task recognition, the accuracy is defined as

the ratio of correctly recognized video number to the total

testing video number. The ratios for the training, validation,

and testing video numbers are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25, respec-

tively.
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Table 2. Comparison of different methods for unary fluents.

Method

floor board elevator mcwave door book drawer mug paper monitor

clean clean open open open open open empty complete on

dirty dirty closed closed closed closed closed filled/full split off

SFC 0.79 0.66 0.98 0.79 0.78 0.93 0.75 0.85 0.91 0.97

Spatial LSTM 0.85 0.67 0.99 0.90 0.83 0.90 0.82 0.87 0.86 0.99

Two-s LSTM 0.84 0.70 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.67 0.89 0.90 0.99

Our Method 0.90 0.76 1.00 0.92 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.66 0.94 0.98

Table 3. Comparison of different methods for binary fluents.

Method

broom eraser bucket dustpan box mug trashcan mcwave lid bottle bottle

trash board mop trash chalk jug paper food coffcan dispens dispens

contact contact contain contain contain coord contain contain fastened contact aligned

apart apart sep sep sep uncoord sep sep unfstn apart misalign

SFC 0.58 0.89 0.87 0.67 0.84 0.86 0.93 0.89 0.82 0.80 0.87

Spatial LSTM 0.51 0.92 0.77 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.94 0.94 0.78 0.82 0.92

Two-s LSTM 0.73 0.89 0.86 0.81 0.78 0.71 0.99 0.89 0.87 0.83 0.88

Our Method 0.88 0.95 0.98 0.90 0.81 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.58 0.89 0.92

* board = blackboard; box = chalk box; mcwave = microwave; coffcan = coffee can; coord = coordinate; sep = separate; unfstn = unfastened.

For object detection and proposal in Eq. 2, we fine-

tune Faster R-CNN [21] on our dataset using VGG-16 [30]

trained on ILSVRC2012 [22] as pre-trained model. The

number of iterations we set for 2 stage training process are

80K, 40K, 80K, 40K. The confidence threshold is 0.5 and

the non-maximum suppression threshold is 0.6. Some ob-

ject proposal results are shown in Fig. 4.

We use the ground truth object bounding boxes and flu-

ent labels from the dataset to train the fluent feature match-

ing term in Eq. 2. For each fluent category, we crop the flu-

ent areas from video frames and trained classifiers by fine-

tuning the VGG-16 model [30].

6.2. Fluent Recognition

We compare our method with several baseline method-

s. (1) Single frame classification (SFC). This method takes

fluent recognition as a multi-class image classification prob-

lem. We train an classifier by fine-tuning VGG-16 mod-

el [30] and replace soft-max with sigmoid to adapt for multi-

class output. We select the threshold = 0.1 by maximizing

the fluent classification accuracy on validation set. (2) S-

patial stream LSTM (Spatial LSTM). This method uses a

LSTM network [9] with image appearance features for flu-

ent recognition. Based on the network we train in method

SFC, for each frame in the video, we retrieve 4096 dimen-

sional features from fc2 as the appearance descriptors. The

videos are trimmed into video clips with length L = 60.

The LSTM network was built by stacking three bidirection-

al LSTM layers. (3) Two-stream LSTM (Two-s LSTM).

Inspired by Two-stream networks [29] and two recently s-

tudies which applied multi-stream to egocentric video ac-

tion recognition [17, 31], we use the two-stream LSTM for

fluent recognition. We train a multi-class classification net-

work on optical flow features with a network architecture

Table 4. Comparison of different methods for fluent recognition.

Method Unary Binary Overall

SFC 0.838 0.836 0.837

Spatial LSTM 0.859 0.820 0.843

Two-s LSTM 0.861 0.846 0.855

Our Method 0.909 0.869 0.896

similar to VGG-CNN-M [3] as the temporal stream LSTM.

We build a two-stream LSTM network by combining the

temporal LSTM and the spatial stream LSTM.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the accuracy comparison on

each fluent category. Our method achieves best perfor-

mance on most fluent categories, which demonstrates the

advantage of our model.

Table 4 shows the overall accuracy comparison of our

method with other baseline methods. It also separately

shows the unary fluent recognition accuracy and binary flu-

ent accuracy. Our method outperforms other baseline meth-

ods in each item, which demonstrates the advantage and ef-

fectiveness of our joint modeling method. This table also

shows that, to each method, the recognition accuracy on u-

nary fluents is higher than that of binary fluents. One ex-

planation is that the binary fluents are related to the spatial

relationships between two objects. It is difficult to encode

such spatial relationships on 2D images.

Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4. In most of

the cases, our method can identify the task category, locate

the objects, and recognize the fluents correctly. It should

be noted that our method can infer the object fluents with-

out the fluent features. For example, in the first image of the

task sweep floor, although trash is not in the frame and floor

is not detected, our method can still infer the correct fluent

label by reasoning about the spatial concurrence and tempo-
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Figure 4. Some results of joint recognition of object fluents and tasks. The labels in the bars are the tasks. For every two rows, the first row

shows the object proposals; the second row shows our output results, and the descriptions below the images are about the fluent recognition.

ral transition relations among fluents. In the task read book,

task-unrelated object microwave is detected in the frame.

Our joint model correctly recognizes the task and outputs

correct fluent label of book. This illustrates the advantage

of the joint modeling framework of tasks and fluents.

6.3. Task Recognition

For task recognition, we compare our method with two

baseline methods. (1) CNN hit@1. This method uses the s-

ingle frame features with hit@1 rule [12] to recognize tasks

of videos. As described in Karpathy’s work on video clas-

sification [12], we train a single frame classifier by fine-

tuning VGG-16 model with a 14-dimensional output layer

at top. In testing, each frame can output one task label, we

average those predictions of frames and output one explicit

task label for each sequence. (2) LSTM. As the approach

suggested in [39], we retrieve the output of the second ful-

ly connected layer of single frame model we train in CNN
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Table 5. Comparison of different methods for tasks recognition

Method Average

CNN hit@1 0.90

LSTM 0.87

Our Method 0.96

hit@1. The video-level three stacked LSTM networks are

trained with video clips of length 10 for task recognition.

As shown in Table 5, our method outperforms the base-

line methods, which shows that the fluent-based representa-

tion of complex tasks is reasonable and effective. Table 5

shows that the CNN hit@1 method achieves a better accu-

racy than the LSTM method incorporating the motion infor-

mation. The main reason is that the egocentric videos con-

tain massive motion features which are not related to tasks

but caused by the irregular movement of the user’s head.

Such motion information will mislead task recognition.

Since our model has a hierarchical structure and our in-

ference algorithm is an online framework, our method can

recognize the task with partial observation of a video se-

quence, i.e. early recognition of tasks. We compare our

method with above 2 baseline methods at different observa-

tion ratios of each video sequence. At each ratio point, each

method is fed with a video clip from the first frame to the

frame at the position corresponding to the ratio length of the

whole video length.

Fig. 5 shows the accuracy comparison at different se-

quence length ratios. Our method outperforms the other

baseline methods at every observation ratio. This figure

shows that with fewer observation video frames our method

can achieve a comparable accuracy with other methods at a

lager observation ratio. This is mainly because our fluent-

based method uses features of objects related to the tasks

rather than the entire image features.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we study a new problem of jointly recog-

nizing object fluents and tasks in egocentric videos. We pro-

pose a unified fluent-based task representation framework,

in which tasks are modeled with object fluents. In each task,

different fluents closely interact with each other by means of

spatial concurrence and temporal transition. Given a testing

egocentric video, a beam search algorithm is used to jointly

recognize the object fluents in each frame, and the task of

the entire video. We collect a large-scale egocentric video

dataset including various fluents and tasks with detailed an-

notations. Our experiments have shown that our model out-

performs the baseline methods which proves the strength

of our model. Our future work will focus on the continu-

ous fluents, object independent fluents, and the fluent-based

tasks in robotics.

Video observation ratio

A
cc

u
ra

cy

Figure 5. Comparison of our method with baselines.
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